“We were not getting consistent or accurate fills...

Our fill and rejection rates were pretty bad. The fill chutes were constantly clogging, so incorrect amounts of powder were dispensing into the plastic bottles. Even with our timed cycle, the bottles would come off of the fill station under or over filled. Our environment needs to stay sanitary, so the VIBCO BVS-250’s threaded exhaust and non-lubricated air power was a perfect match for our needs. I’m happy to report that installing the VIBCO vibrators has completely eradicated the problem. I’ll definitely be spreading the word...”

Quality Engineer
Jason G., New Jersey

Model BVS-250
Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator

- 7,200 VPM at 80 PSI
- 9 CFM at 80 PSI
- 480 lbs of force
- 72 dB at 80 PSI

ALTERNATE MODELS

- MLT-S/S-320 Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator - constructed of 303 stainless steel for sanitary or washdown environments
- SCR Adjustable Speed & Force Electric Vibrators